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Abstract: The detection of cosmic rays by radar relies on the reflectionof radio waves by the ionisation
the EAS produces in the atmosphere. High power mono-static radars like the Jicamarca Radio Observa-
tory (http//jro.igp.gob.pe) are excellent instruments tolook for extended air showers (EAS) in the case
that the reflected signals are weak. The following paper presents algorithms used to look for vertical EAS
signals at Jicamarca. The advantage of searching for vertical EAS signals is that their coincidence with
particle detectors can easily be verified. Preliminary results searching for these signals in meteor data
are presented. Though anomalous signals which ressemble EAS are detected, dedicated EAS runs are
required in order to determine their origin.

Introduction

The study of extended air showers (EAS) produced
by ultra-high energy cosmic rays has led to the con-
struction of numerous large facilities using differ-
ent detection methods such as Kascade [1] (scintil-
lator array), HESS [2] (Chérenkov) and the Pierre
Auger Observatory [3] (water tank array + fluo-
rescence). Recent progress in radio detection of
EAS [4] has prompted a renewed interest in other
radio based detection methods, for example us-
ing radar echo [5]. The detection of cosmic rays
by radar relies on the reflection of radio waves
by the ionisation the EAS produces in the atmo-
sphere. As for all EAS detectors, the viability of
the technique will depend on its sensitivity and on
the possibility of using large surface areas to accu-
mulate sufficient statistics. There exist two types
of radar configuration: bi-static (transmitter and re-
ceiver in separate locations) or mono-static (trans-
mitter and receiver in the same place). The advan-
tage of the first method is that large areas can be
used as a detection volume; however the power
of the transmitters is reduced. An example of a
proposed cosmic ray experiment based on this de-
sign is Mariachi [6]. The advantage of the second
method is that high power transmitters can be used,

but the area of illumination is small. Examples of
cosmic ray experiments using mono-static radars
are [7, 8] and current searches at the Jicamarca
Radio Observatory (JRO). In both mono-static and
bi-static radars, there are multiple background sig-
nals which may be misidentified for EAS reflec-
tions. A conclusive identification of an EAS could
be obtained by observing a coincidence between a
positive radar signal and a signal from a detector
with known responses to EAS, such as an array of
particle detectors. The following paper presents a
search algorithm for vertical EAS signals in radar
data. Results of preliminary analysis at the JRO are
presented.

The Jicamarca Radio Observatory

The JRO consists of 18,432 dipole elements spread
over 85,000m2 close to Lima, Peru. The transmit-
ter operates at 50MHz with a maximum power of
2MW. The antenna is sufficiently remote (and is
further shielded by mountains from communica-
tion devices) for there to be only a modest back-
ground due to human activities. The antennas are
divided into 64 modules which can be combined in
a variety of ways. All data presented in this paper
were acquired using three channels of 4x4 arrays
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of modules which allows the performance of inter-
ferometry. The signal received in each channel is
digitised and recorded as a complex voltage. The
JRO operates in pulsed mode, where the time be-
tween the emitted pulse and the received signal is
used to infer the range of the detected object. The
range is related to the time difference by:

2Rn

c
= t + n.IPP (1)

where IPP is the inter-pulse parameter which is the
time difference between successive emitted pulses
and n is an integer. An IPP often used at the JRO
for meteor trail experiments corresponds to a range
of 60km, with a resolution on signals of150m. The
received signal is therefore the sum of the signals
from the different ranges (Rn). In order obtain the
highest possible power and resolution, the pulses
can be coded at emission, and decoded upon re-
ception [9]. Results are presented in range-time in-
tensity (RTI) maps, where the horizontal axis cor-
responds to the number of IPPs that have passed
and the vertical axis is the range1. In this paper
the contours correspond to the sum of power re-
ceived in the three channels in arbitrary units. The
phase difference between the signal in two mod-
ules provides information on the angular location
of the point by:

θx = sin−1

( −λ

2πdAB

∆φAB

)

(2)

where A and B denote a 4x4 module situated along
the x-axis,dAB is the distance between the centres
of the modules andφAB is the phase difference in
the signals received. For further informaation on
the use of radar interferometry readers are referred
to [10].

In the 1941 Blackett and Lovell proposed that sig-
nals observed in radars could be due to the ion-
isation trails produced by EAS [11]. More re-
cently, P. Gorham calculated possible signals due
to EAS in radars by comparison to micrometeor
(MM) trails [5]. Using narrow beam mono-static
radars, the method proposed by Gorham is best
suited for the detection of EAS with a path perpen-
dicular to radar beam. It would therefore not be
possible to perform the simultaneous detection of
particles which could provide conclusive evidence
of the cosmic ray origin of the signal. Search al-
gorithms and results for perpendicular path EAS at

the JRO will be published elsewhere. Henceforth,
the search algorithm will be focused on detecting
vertical EAS signals.

Scenarios for the detection of vertical
EAS with radar

In mono-static radars, an echo are received when
the transmitted pulse is backscattered by electrons.
Specular reflection occurs when the plasma fre-
quency (νp):

νp =

√

nee2

me

(3)

is greater than the radar frequency, meaning the
radar pulse cannot penetrate the plasma and is re-
flected at the surface. In such cases, the plasma
is said to be in the over-dense regime. Reflec-
tion also occurs when the radar pulse penetrates
the plasma and comes across a sharp transition in
electron density (i.e. change in refractive index).
In this case the radar pulse is partially reflected by
the volume of a non-homogeneous medium [12].
When considering vertical events, surface type re-
flections by the EAS front are discarded since the
double high blue shift (transmitted wave to EAS
front, reflection from EAS front to receiver) would
require a radar with a highly shifted receiver fre-
quency. However, just after the passage of the EAS
front, secondary processes occur which result in
the rapid creation of near-thermal electrons. Hence
the EAS leaves a high wake of non-relativistic
electrons which could act as a surface reflector for
the radar pulse. Whether the wake acts as a sur-
face will depend on the exact mechanisms of the
transition between the ballistic phase and the ther-
mal phase. Otherwise, fluctuations in the density
of electrons may still be sufficient to cause partial
coherent reflections. Finally, if no coherent scat-
tering is observed, a signal may still be received by
incoherent scattering as in the case of under-dense
plasma.

1. The range is often presented in terms of alias range,
i.e. when n6=0 in Eq. 1
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Requirements for the selection of candi-
date EAS events

Searches were carried out on JRO meteor data from
Feb. 2006. The following requirements are im-
posed for the selection of events:

1. The event occurs between 20km and 33km
of range, corresponding to a meteor alias
range of 80-93km (n=1 in equation 1). 80km
is the lowest recorded range for meteor data
and the 93km maximum is chosen to avoid
signals from the equatorial electrojet2.

2. All observed points must be observed coher-
ently where the coherence (C) between all
channels is defined by:

C =

√

|ρAB|
( |VA|2+|VB |2

2

)
×

|ρBC |
( |VB |2+|VC |2

2

)

|ρAB| = |〈VAV ∗
B〉| (4)

3. At least one anomalously high power (AHP)
point is observed per event

4. At least three high power (P> AHP/10)
points is observed per event after decoding

5. The event appears vertically on the RTI map
(i.e. that the event is produced by an object
travelling close to the speed of light)

6. The event appears instantaneously, i.e. no
significant reflections detected before the
event.

7. The detected points are not randomly dis-
tributed in the interferometry plot.

In order to estimate which values of coherence and
high power are to be considered anomalous, a sta-
tistical histogram was plotted as shown in Fig. 1.
The histogram is obtained using only data which is
free from other high power signals such as mete-
ors or electrojet fluctuations. Fig. 1 shows a couple
of points which lie clear of the area in which most
points are found. Using the figure, the power re-
quired to fulfil condition (3) is set at 7x104. Points
with C>0.9 are considered as coherent.
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Figure 1: Coherence versus power histogram for
30 seconds of data. Note: the colours represent-
ing bin content go from black (minimum) to white
(maximum).

Discussion of candidate events

The search algorithm returns events which do not
currently have an explanation in terms of standard
events observed at JRO. An example of such an
event is shown in Fig. 2. The RTI map of the can-
didate event shows an event produced by an object
moving close to the speed of light. Interferomet-
ric measurements shown in Fig. 3 indicate that the
points occur in a similar position. Though the data
seem consistent with what could be expected from
EAS, there remain many tests to be performed in
order to gain a better understanding of the origin
of the signals. In particular, dedicated measure-
ments to determine the unambiguous range of the
signals are required. A possibility is that the sig-
nals are due to high altitude horizontal air showers
(>25km). In this case, the relatively high rate of
events observed (∼0.1s−1) could be explained by
the large volume of atmosphere illuminated by the
radar. Furthermore, non-standard decoding proce-
dures (or non coding) might be necessary in future
experiments since the correlation time of the sig-
nal appears to be much shorter than the duration of
the transmitted pulse. New EAS experiments are
planned at the JRO in order to address these con-
siderations.

2. For a review of MM parameters, readers are re-
ferred to [13].
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Figure 2: RTI map of an event selected by the
search algorithm. The points vertically below the
selected event are due to ambiguity introduced by
the coding/decoding process.

Conclusions

Suggestions for ways to detect EAS using radars
have tended to focus on passive bi-static radar
methods. Search strategies for the detection of ver-
tical EAS using the JRO monostatic high power
radar have been presented. The advantage of
searching for vertical EAS signals is that their co-
incidence with particle detectors can easily be ver-
ified. The search strategies require simultaneous
conditions of multiple coherent high power points
which are aligned in space and occur within one
IPP. Candidate events were presented from past
JRO meteor run. The events match all the algo-
rithm conditions, however it has not been possible
to conclude that they are caused by ultra high en-
ergy cosmic rays.
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Figure 3: Interferometry plot of the event selected
in Fig. 2
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